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ABSTRACf 

Controversy concerning whether"software engineers" are, or 
should be, engineers provides an opportunity to thinkabout how 
to define "engineer" and whateffect dllferent definitions may have 
on ourunderstandingofengineering. The standard definitions of 
engineering are shown togenerate more confusion than insight. 
Engineering shouldbe defined historicaUy, as an occupation, and 
ethically, as a profession. An engineer is a memberoftheengineer
ing profession, that is, a memberboth ofanoccupation that isen
gineering by"birth,""adoption," or "marriage" and ofthe profes
sion committed to engineering's code ofethics. Today, few 
"software engineers" satisfY either ofthese conditions. It is an open 
question whether theyshould. 

1. INfRODUCfION 

"Today, the field [of software engineering] has emerged as a true engi

neering discipline." 

-John] Marciniak, "Preface,"Encyclopedia rfSr!frwareEngineering, 1994 

"If you are a 'software engineer: you could be breaking the law. It is ille

gal in 45 states to use that title, warns Computerworldnewspaper. People 

who aren't educated and licensed in 36 recognized engineering disciplines 

can't call themselves 'engineers; and computer professionals often don't 

quaIiJ:Y." 

-WallStreetJoumal,June 7, 1994,p.1. 

This paper begins with recent events in what mayor may not be 
the history ofengineering, the emergence of"software engineering" 
as a distinct discipline. The term "software engineering" seems to 
have come into currency after a NATO conference on the subject 
in 1967.1 Today, many thousands ofpeople are called "software en
gineers," do something called "sofuvare engineering," and have so
phisticated employers willing pay them to do it.* 

Yet, "software engineering" is no ordinary engineering disci
pline. Many "software engineers" are graduates of a program in 
computer science having a single course iq, "software engineering." 
Typically, that course is taught by someone with a degree in com

• "In the 1991 Computer Society [of the Institute for Eb:trica1 and Electronic 
Engineers] membership survey, over half (54 percent) of the current full members 
polled indicated that they consider themselves software engineers, as did 40 percent 
ofthe affiliate members."2 
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puter science rather than engineering. While there seem to be no 
hard numbers, most "software engineers" are probably program
mers with no formal training in engineering. Are "software engi
neers" nonethdess engineers? 

II. THE STANDARD DE:FINITION OF "ENGINEER" 

The standard definition of"engineer" looks something like this: 
An engineer is a person having at least one ofthe fullowing qualifi
cations: a) a college or university B.S. from an accredited engineer
ing program or an advanced degree from such a program; b) mem
bership in a recognized engineering society at a professional level; c) 
registration or licensure as an engineer by a government agency; or 
d) current or recent employment in a job classification requiring en
gineering work at a professional leveL (This definition, the work of 
the National Research Council's Committee on the Education and 
Utilization of the Engineer, appears in reference 3.) The striking 
feature of this definition is that it presupposes an understanding of 
the term "engineering." Three of the four alternatives actually use 
the term "engineering" to define "engineer;" and the other, alterna
tive c), avoids doing the same only by using "as an engineer" instead 
of"to practice engineering."* 

This definition, and those like it, are important. They determine 
who is eligible for admission to engineering's professional societies, 
who may be licensed to practice engineering, and who may hold 
certain jobs. Such definitions are also eminently practical. For ex
ample, thcy do in fact hdp the Census Bureau exclude from the cat
egory ofengineer drivers ofrailway engines, janitors who tend boil
ers in apartment buildings, and soldiers wielding shovels in the 
Army's Corps of Engineers. These, though still called "engineer," 
clearly are not engineers in the relevant sense. 

The standard definitions do not, however, suit our purpose. They 
will not tell us whether a "software engineer" is an engineer--or even 
how to go about finding out. A "software engineer" may, for exam
ple, work at a job classified as requiring "software engineering [at a 
professionallevd]". That will not settle whether she is an engineer: 
what an employer classifies as "engineering" (for lack of a better 
word) mayor may not be engineering (in the rdevant sense).*'" 

What will settle the question? In practice, the decision of engi

'Compare the more elegant Canadian definition': 'The 'practice ofprofessional 
engineering' means any act ofplanning, designing, composing, evaluating, advising, 
reporting, directing or supervising, or managing any ofthe foregoing that requires the 
application ofengineering principles, and that concerns the safeguarding oflife, health, 
property, economic interests, the public welfare or the environment." (Italics mine.) 
The report contains no defInition of, engineering principles." 

"Similar problems arise for "genetic engineer" and might arise for other 
neers," for example, "social engineers." (This problem ofdefinition is, ofcourse, not 
limited to engineers: lawyers are no more successful defining "the practice oflaw," or 
doctors "the practice ofmedicine.") 
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neers. An organization ofengineers accredits baccalaureate and ad
vanced programs in "engineering." Other organizations of engi
neers determine which societies with "engineer" in the title are "en
gineering societies" and which-like the Brotherhood of Railway 
Engineers--are not. Engineers also determine which members of 
their societies practice engineering ("at a professional level") and 
which do not. Government agencies overseeing registration or li
censure of engineers, though technically arms of the state rather 
than of engineering, generally consist entirely of engineers. And, 
even when they do not, they generally apply standards (education, 
experience, proficiency, and so on) that engineers have developed. 
Engineers even determine which job classifications require engi
neering work ("at a professional level") and which do not. 

The decision of engineers has settled many practical questions, 
but not ours. Engineers divide concerning whether "software engi
neering" is engineering (in the appropriate sense).' So, to say that 
"software engineers" are engineers if, in the opinion of engineers, 
they engage in engineering (at the professional level) i1>~for engi
neers and those who rely on their judgment in such matters
merely to restate the question. * 

That is a practical objection. There is a related theoretical objec
tion. A definition of "engineer" that amounts to "an engineer is 
anyone who does what engineers count as engineering" violates the 
first rule ofdefinition: "Never use in a definition the term being de
fined." That rule rests on an important insight. Though a circular 
definition can be useful for some purposes, it generally carries much 
less information than a non-circular definition; it generally conceals 
foundational questions rather than helping to answer them. 

How might we avoid the standard definition's circularity? The 
obvious way is to define "engineering" without reference to "engi
neer" and then define "engineer" in terms of "engineering." The 
National Research Council (NRC) in fact tried that approach, cou
pling its definition of "engineer" with this definition of "engineer
ing:" "Business, government, academic, or individual efforts in 
which knowledge of mathematics and/or natural science is em
ployed in research, development, design, manufacturing, systems 
engineering, or technical operations with the objective of creating 
and/or deliveting systems, products, processes, and/or services ofa 
technical nature and content intended for use." 

This definition is informative insofar as it suggests the wide 
range of activities which today constitute engineering. It is 
nonetheless a dangerous jumble. Like the standard definition of 
"engineer," it is circular: "Systems engineering" should not appear in 
a definition of"engineering." The same is true of"technical" ifused 
as a synonym for "engineering." (If not a synonym, "technical" is 
even more in need ofdefinition than "engineering" is and should be 
avoided for that reason.) The NRC's definition also substitutes un
certain lists-note the "and\or"--where there should be analysis. 
Worst of all, the defmition is fatally overly inclusive. While "soft
ware engineers" are engineers according to the definition, so are 
----............... ..
-~ 

"The IEEE has defined "software engineering" as of a systematic, 
disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation and maintenance of 
sofiware: that is, the application of engineering to software."' 1bis definition (or, 
rather, that "that is") begs the question whether the systematic, disciplined, and 
quantifiable approach in question is an application of engineering to software or the 
application of a different discipline. Not all systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable 
approaches to development, operation, and maintenance arc necessarily engineering. 
Indeed, the fact that software is primarily not a physical but a mathematical (or lin
guistic) system certainly suggests that engineering principles have, at best, only limit
ed application. 
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many whom no one supposes to be engineers. Not only do applied 
chemists, architects, and patent attorneys dearly satisfY the defini
tion, but-thanks to the"and/or" between "mathematics" and"nat
ural science"---arguably so do actuaries, accountants, and others 
who use mathematics to create financial instruments, tracking sys
tems, and other technical Objects for use. 

Though much too inclusive, this defmition of "engineering" 
shares with most others three characteristic elements: First, it 
makes mathematics and natural science central to what engineers 
do. Second, it emphasizes physical objects or physical systems. 
Whatever engineering is, its principal concern is the physical world 
rather than rules (as in law), money (as in accounting), or even peo
ple (as in management). Third, the definition makes it clear that, 
unlike science, engineering does not seek to understand the world 
but to remake it.* Engineers do, ofcourse, produce knowledge (for 
example, tables oftolerances or equations describing complex phys
ical processes), but such knowledge is merely a means to making 
something useful. Engineers also produce beautiful objects (for ex
ample, the Brooklyn Bridge or the typical computer's circuit board). 
They are nonetheless not artists (in the way architects are). For en
gineering, beauty is not a major factor in evaluating work; utility is. 

Those three elements, though characteristic of engineering, do 
not define it. Ifthey did, deciding whether "software engineers" are 
engineers would be far easier than it has proved to be: we could show 
that "software engineers" are not engineers simply by shmving that 
they generally do not use the "natural sciences" in their work. That 
many people, including some engineers, believe "software engineers" 
to be engineers is comprehensible only on the assumption that these 
three characteristics do not define engineering (except in some 
rough way). But ifthey do not define engineering, what does? 

Before answering that question, I shall describe three common 
mistakes about engineering to be avoided in any answer. 

III. THREE MISTAKES ABOUT ENGINEERING 

The NRC's definition of "engineering" uses "technical" twice, 
once as a catch-all ("or technical operations") and once to limit the 
domain ofengineering ("of a technicalnature and content"). It is the 
second use of"technical" that concerns us now. It seems to be an in
stance ofa common mistake about engineering, one even engineers 
make. We might summarize it this way: engineering equals technolo
gy. Anyone who makes this mistake will find it obvious that engi
neers, whatever they may have been called, have been around since 
the first technology (whether that was the Neanderthal's club, a 
small irrigation system, or a large public building). Engineering will 
seem the second oldest profession. 

There are at least three objections to this way ofunderstanding 
engineering. Hrst, engineering can equal technology only ifwe so 
dilute what we mean by "engineering" that any tinkerer would be an 
engineer (or, at least, be someone engaged in engineering). Once 
we have so diluted engineering, we are left to wonder why anyone 
would want a "software engineer" rather than a "programmer," 
"software designer," or the like to do software design or develop
ment? What was the point of inventing the term "software engi
neeringr" (Note, fur example, reference 6: "[The] term software en

'Compare the Smetoruan Society's now classic definition of"civil engineering": 
"...the art ofdirecting the great sources ofpower in Nature for the use and conve
nience ofman." 
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gineering expresses the continued effort to put programming into 
the ranks ofother engineering disciplines.") 

The second objection to "engineering equals technology" is that 
the proposition makes writing a history of engineering (as distinct 
from a history oftechnology) impossible. The history ofengineering 
just is, according to this proposition, the history oftechnology. Every 
(successful) inventor is an engineer; every (successful) manager ofin
dustry is an engineer; and so on. We are left to wonder why our term 
for engineer---un1ike our term for architect, mathematician, or arti
san-is so recent. Why does "engineering" have a history distinct 
from "technology" when engineering is just technology? 

The third objection to "engineering equals technology" is that it 
transforms talk ofengineering ethics into talk ofthe ethics oftech
nology. Whatever engineering ethics is, it is, in part at least, the 
ethics ofa prqfossion--not merely standards governing the develop
ment, use, and disposal of technology but standards governing a 
certain group oftechnologists. 

That reference to "profession" suggests a second mistake com
monly made about engineering, one we might summarize in this way: 
engineering is, by nature, aprqfossion. What makes this mistake attrac
tive is the idea that a professional just is a "knowledge-worker," that 
special knowledge defines each profession (as well as the underlying 
occupation). Connecting profession with knowledge helps to exclude 
from the profession ofengineering those who, though they may func
tion as engineers (or, rather, as "mere technicians"), lack the requisite 
knowledge to be engineers strictly so called ("engineers at the profes
sionallevel"). Claiming that engineering is, by nature, a profession 
provides an antidote to the first mistake, but only by making another. 

What is this second mistake? Thinking ofengineering as, by na
ture, a profession suggests that organization has nothing special to 
do with profession. As soon as you have enough knowledge, you 
have a profession. There could be a profession ofone. 

Thinking this way makes much of the history of engineering 
mysterious. Why, for example, did engineers devote so much time 
to setting minimum standards of competence for anyone to claim 
to be "an engineer"? Like other professions, engineering has a cor
porate history that such non-professions as shoe repair, inventing, 
and politics lack. Any definition ofengineering must leave room for 
that history. What is striking about the history ofengineering-in
deed, ofall professions-is the close connection between organiza
tion, special standards, and claims ofprofession. 

A third mistake may help to explain the appeal ofthe second. We 
might summarize it this way: the engineeringprqfossion has always rec
ognizedthe same high standards. There are at least two ways this mis
take has been defended. One appeals to the "nature" (or "essence") of 
engineering. Any occupational group that did not recognize certain 
standards would not be engineers--or, at least, not be engaged in en
gineering. Engineers (it is said) have organized to write standards to 
avoid being confused with those who were not "really" engineers. 
The standards simply record what everygood engineer knows. 

The other argument for this mistake appeals to the moral nature 
ofthe engineer. In every time, it is said, engineers have generally been 
conscientious. To be conscientious is to be careful, to pay attention to 
detail, to seek to do the best one can. To do this is to be ethical. Pro
fessional ethics is just being conscientiousness in one's work. To be a 
conscientious engineer is, then, to be (by nature) an ethical engineer.* 

'Note that F1onnan/ generally so astute about engineering, endorses this equa
tion ofconscientiousness with ethicalness. 
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Engineering societies adopt standards to help society know what to 
expect ofengineers, not to tell a conscientious and technically adept 
engineer what to do. Infurming society is, according to this view, 
enough to explain the effurt engineers put into codes ofethics. 

What is wrong with the proposition that engineering is, by na
ture, ethical? Like the other two mistakes, this third makes under
standing the history of engineering harder. Why have engineers 
changed the text of their codes ofethics so often? Why do experi
enced engineers sometimes disagree about what should be in the 
code of ethics (as well as about what should be in their technical 
standards)? Why do these disagreements seem to be about how en
gineers should act, not about what to tell society? 

Ifwe examine a typical code ofengineering ethics, we find many 
provisions that demand more than mere conscientiousness, for ex
ample, avoiding conflict ofinterest or helping engineers in one's em
ploy continue their education. Such codes are less than a hundred
fifty years old. Before they were adopted, an engineer had only to be 
morally upright and technically proficient to do all that could reason
ably be expected. In those days, engineers had no responsibilities be
yond what law, market, and morality demanded (and so, no need to 
inform society what to expect). The claim that engineering has al
ways accepted the same high standards-that, for example, failing to 
inform a client ofa conflict ofinterest has always been unprofession
al--is contrary to what we know ofengineering's history. 

IV. DEFINING ENGINEERING AS AN OCCUPATION 

To avoid these three mistakes, we must briefly re-examine the 
history ofengineering. (For more detail, see reference 8.) There have 
been things called "engines" for a long time, but until a few centuries 
ago "engine" simply meant a complex device for some useful purpose. 
The first people to be called "engineers" were soldiers associated with 
"engines ofwar" (catapults, siege towers, and the like). They were not 
yet engineers in the sense that concerns us. They were engineers only 
in the sense that they operated (or otherwise worked with) engines. 

As late as the seventeenth cenrury, no European power had a 
permanent military of consequence. War was still largely the art of 
nobles who leamed war from their fathers or on the battlefield. 
Armies were raised for a campaign and disbanded when it was over. 
In such armies, an "engineer" was usually a carpenter, stone mason, 
or other artisan bringing civilian skills to war. 

When Louis XIV ended the regency in 1661, France still made 
war in that way. Over the next two decades, however, France created a 
standing army of300,000, the largest, best trained, and best equipped 
European fighting force since the Roman legions. This achievement 
was widely copied. To this day, most of our military terms-every
thing from "army" itself to "reveille," from "bayonet" to "maneuver"
are French. "Engineer" is just one ofthese military terms. 

Until 1676, French "engineers" were part ofthe infantry. But, in 
that year, the "engineers" were organized into special units, the corps 
du genie. This reorganization had important consequences. A per
manent corps can keep much better records than isolated individu
als, can accumulate knowledge, skills, and routines more efficiently, 
and can pass these on. A corps can become a distinct institution 
with its own officers, style, and reputation. More than a group of 
proto-engineers, the corps du genie was, potentially, both a center of 
research in engineering and a training ground for engineers (in 
something like our sense), rfficieurs du genie. 
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The corps du genie soon began realizing this potential. VVithin 
two decades, they were known all over Europe for unusual achieve
ments in military construction. \Vhen another country borrowed 
the French word "engineering" for use in its own army, it was for 
the sort ofactivity the corps du genie engaged in.9,10 That was some
thing for which other European languages lacked a word. 

But, as of 1700, the corps du genie was not a school ofengineering 
in our sense; it was more like an organization ofmasters and appren
tices ("proto-engineers" of various degrees). I speak here not of the 
craftsmen in the corps but of the officers. Though engineers some
times deseribe themselves as deriving from craftsmen ofone kind or 
another, the way I am telling their story, they derive from military if
flcers ofa certain kind (those who commanded craftsmen). Engineer
ingwas, in other words, born an occupation ofgentlemen (in modem 
terms, an occupation requiring atleast a bachelor's degree). 

Only during the 1700s did the French slowly come to under
stand what they wanted in an rfficieur du ginie and how to get it by 
formal education. By the end of the 1700s, they had a curriculum 
from which todays engineering curriculum differs only in detail; 
they had also invented engineering. Civilian engineering was just a 
branch on this tree.9 

\Vhat distinguished engineers, military as well as civilian, from 
other "technologists"? Consider their nearest competitors, the ar
chitects: \Vhile engineers resembled architects in being able to 
make drawings for construction projects, develop detailed instruc
tions from those drawings, and oversee the execution of those in
structions, they differed from architects in at least three ways: 

First, engineers were much better trained in (what was then) the 
new mathematics and physics than the architects. They had the 
ability to consider systematically questions most architects could 
only deal with intuitively or ignore. 

Second, because the strategies of engineering had their roots in 
the necessities of war, engineers paid more attention to reliability, 
speed, and other practical considerations. So, for example, the sys
tematic testing ofmaterials and procedures in advance ofconstruc
tion was early recognized as a characteristic ofengineers.9At least in 
comparison, the architect seemed an artist, someone for whom 
beauty claimed much ofthe attention an engineer would devote to 
making things work. 

Third, to be an engineer was to have been trained as an armyoffi
cer, to have been disciplined to bear significant responsibility within 
one ofworld's largest organizations. Engineers were therefore likely to 
be better at directing large civilian projects than architects, most of 
whom would have had experience onlyofmuch smaller undertakings. 

These three advantages-in science, utility, and management
tend to reenforce each other. For example, large projects not only re
quire more planning in advance and more discipline in execution, 
they are also more likely to require better mathematical analysis and 
to justifY extensive testing ofmaterials and procedures. For this, and 
perhaps other reasons, engineers slowly took over much ofthe work 
that once would have been the domain ofarchitects or various crafts.* 

Early experiments in engineering education culminated in the 
Ecole Polytechnique. Founded in 1794, the Ecole Polytechniques cur
riculum had a common core of three years. The first year's courses 

·Compare reference 11: "At some point, the science becomes sufficiently mature 
to be a significant contributor to the commercial practice. 1ms marks the emergence 
ofengineering practice in the sense we know it today .. ." As I tell the story, engineer
ing and commerce have no necessary connection. Indeed, it is the connection with 
military utility that is crucial. 
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were geometry, trigonometry, physics, and the fundamentals of 
chernistrywith practical applications in structural and mechanical en
gineering. There was a good deal of drawing, some laboratory and 
workshop, and recitations after each lecture. The second and third 
year continued the same subjects, with increasingly more application 
to the building ofroads, canals, and fortifications and the making of 
munitions. For their last year, students were sent to one ofthe special 
schools: the school ofartillery, the school ofmilitary engineering, the 
school ofmines, the school ofbridges and roads, and so on.'2 

Engineers will immediately recognize this curriculum, espe
cially the four years, the progression from theory (or analysis) to ap
plication (or design), and the heavy emphasis on mathematics, 
physics, and chemistry. The Ecole Polytechnique was the model for 
engineering education for much of the nineteenth century.13 It is 
startling how quickly the model was taken up. For example, just 
eight years after the founding of Ecole Polytechnique, the military 
academy at West Point, our first engineering school, was already 
trying to become "the American Ecole Polytechnique."14 I should per
haps add that West Point largely failed at this during its fIrst two 
decades. Reference 14 is good on the practical difficulties threaten
ing the very life ofthe academy during its early years. 

The history ofengineering education in the United States from 
then on has two strands: one is a series ofunsuccessful experiments 
with various alternatives to the West Point curriculum; the other, 
the evolution of the West Point curriculum into the standard for 
engineering education in the United States. The details ofthis story 
do not matter here. (For more, see reference 15.) \Vhat does matter 
is that the education ofengineers came to seem more and more the 
province ofengineering schools, and these in turn came to be more 
and more alike. For engineers, an engineer came to be someone 
with the appropriate degree from an engineering school or, absent 
that, with training or experience that was more or less equivalent. 

The point ofthis story is not that engineering will always have the 
same curriculum it does today. The engineering curriculum has 
changed much since 1794 and, no doubt, will continue to change. 
The point, rather, is that just as today s curriculum grew out ofyester
days, so tomorrows will grow out oftodays. Any new field ofengi
neering will have to find a place in that curriculum. Finding a place 
may mean changing the curriculum; what it cannot mean is starting 
fresh. Finding a place in a curriculum is a complex negotiation ofso
cial arrangements. It is like joining a family. You can change your 
name to "Davis" ifyou like, make yourselflooklike a member ofmy 
fumi1y (perhaps even genetically), and declare yourself a member of 
my family, but that won't make you one. To be a member ofmy fam
ily, you must come in bybirth, marriage, or adoption. 

Some fields of engineering (for example, nuclear) seem to have 
been born engineering, but others (mining, for example) seem to have 
come in by (the occupational equivalent of) marriage or adoption. For 
any fIeld not born engineering, the only way to become a fIeld ofengi
neering is by "marriage" (or "adoption"). Failing that, it cannot be a 
fIeld ofengineering. It can only don quotes or invite confusion. 

v:. MEMBERSHIP IN TIlE PROFESSION 
OF ENGINEERING 

\Vhat I have sketched so far is a history ofengineering as a dis
tinct occupation, an alternative to the mistake ofequating engineer
ing with technology. I have, however, not even sketched a history of 
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engineering as a profession. The history ofa profession tells how a 
certain occupation organized itself to hold its members to standards 
beyond what law, market, and morality would otherwise demand. 
The history ofa profession is the history oforganizations, standards 
of competence, and standards of conduct. For engineering in the 
United States, that history hardly reaches back to the Civil War.* It 
is a confused history because the profession was taking shape along 
with the occupation. Many early members of its professional soci
eties would not qualif)r for membership today. 

Nonetheless, we can, I think, see that, as engineers became 
clearer about what engineers were (or, at least, should be), they 
tended to shift from granting membership in their associations ("at 
a professional level") based on connection with technical projects, 
practical invention, or other technical achievements to granting 
membership based on two more demanding requirements. One
specific knowledge (whatever its connection with what engineers 
actually do)-is occupational. This requirement is now typically 
identified with a degree in engineering. The other requirement
commitment to use that knowledge in certain ways (that is, accord
ing to engineering's code of ethics)-is professional. While many 
professions (law and medicine, especially) make a commitment to 
the profession's code of ethics a formal requirement for admission, 
engineering has not (except for licensed P.E.'s). Instead, the expec
tation of commitment reveals itself when an engineer is found to 
have violated the code ofethics. The defense, "I'm an engineer but I 
didn't promise to follow the code and therefore did nothing 
wrong", is never accepted. The profession answers, "You commit
ted yourself to the code when you claimed to be an engineer."17 

Attempts to understand "software engineering" as engineering 
have, I think, generally missed this complexity in the concept ofthe 
prqflssion of engineering. Consider, for example, these observations 
of Mary Shaw (a professor of computer science, a "software engi
neer", and the daughter ofan engineer): 

"Where, then, does current software pra(:tice lie on the path to engineer

ing? It is still in some cases craft and in some cases commercial practice. A 

science is beginning to contribute results, and, for isolated examples, you can 

argue that professional engineering is taking place."18 

Substitute "applied science" for "engineering" in this passage 
and there is little to argue with. But, as it stands, the final sentence 
of the passage is simply false. There is nothing in what Shaw de
scribes to suggest that "prqflssional engineering is taking place." 
There is nothing either about an historical connection with engi
neering (whether birth, marriage, or adoption) or about a commit
ment to engineering's code ofethics. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The question to be asked, then, is not whether "software engi
neers" are engineers. Clearly, while a few are, most are not. The 

'While an organization called the "American Society of Civil Engineers [and 
Architects]" was actually founded in 1852, its membership was almost entirely in 
New York City. And, like other attempts at organizing engineers before the Civil 
War, this one seems to have died out within a few years. The connection with the 
ASCE of1867, the real beginning ofengineering organizations in the United Sates, 
is tenuous, little more than an overlap in membership and purpose. For a· bit more 
on this, see reference 16. 
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question is, rather, whether (or when) they should be. There is no 
fact of the matter when identifYing engineering disciplines, only a 
complex of social decisions in need of attention--especially, deci
sions about how to train "software engineers." 
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